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Introduction

In an era of wicked challenges from a local to a global level, universities increasingly inves-
tigate what defines Big Idea Research in order to invite transformative investors and foun-
dations to address large scale issues and concerns. Getting the right funding to do research,
doing the research right to get funding has been an ongoing crusade. Especially now, while
living through this pandemic finding funding for crucial research becomes yet more urgent.

For this Academia Letter Big Idea Research can be seen as the inquiries into wicked prob-
lems (Rittel & Webber, 1973; Buchanan, 1992) that break down silos through large scale
collaboration across multiple academic disciplines. For the Office of Vice President of Re-
search at this university the question arose, how might we approach the investigation into
Big Ideas Research? The hypothesis was that traditional ways of thinking and decision mak-
ing had to be disrupted to arrive at unique and meaningful research topics building on the
strengths of the university and region. In response, Design thinking methodologies were em-
ployed to facilitate ‘disruptive’ conversations for a yearly retreat with university leadership in
attendance.

Leveraging design thinking methodologies in business environments has become the sta-
tus quo in many large scale global industries, such as Apple (Thomke & Feinberg, 2009), 3M
(Solum & Basset, 2015; Fleming Runyon, 2013), Google (Pferdt, 2019), Amazon (Brush,
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2018) as well as in the shared economy industries such as Zipcar, Airbnb and Uber (Kaplan,
2017). Integrating design thinking in curricula in business and entrepreneurship (Glen, Suciu,
Baughn, & Anson, 2015), design, and most recently health care programs (Altman, Huang
& Breland, 2018) are common practices. Research on design thinking in general is plentiful
and well established through varying platforms across the globe from the Design Manage-
ment Institute (dmi: Journals, 2020) to publications by the HPI Stanford Design Thinking
Research Program (HPI Publications, 2020) and many in between. Contributing to the con-
versation around implementing design thinking in academic leadership decision making, this
paper shares the planning, facilitation and select visual materials specifically developed for
a yearly retreat of leaders at an academic institution tasked to identify Big Idea Research to
invite transformative investors and foundations.

Although the following material was developed for the inquiry into Big Idea Research,
the approach to facilitating conversations through design thinking methodologies in academic
leadership could be a useful tool in planning and anticipating next steps in dealing with the
current pandemic circumstances.

Process & Methodologies

The retreat consisted of a group of high-level university leadership, all experts in their respec-
tive domains. One of the biggest challenges was to break the participants out of their common
and (mostly comfortable) linear ways of thinking to foster joint decision making across tradi-
tional research silos. In order to do so and to develop trust in ambiguity, to break out of habits
and to ask ‘what if’ questions, a series of activities were designed following the double dia-
mond design process coined by the UK Design Council (Drew, 2020). This process sets out
to deliberately diverge and converge in an iterative fashion. Traditionally, it consists of two
main phases leading to identifying the right problem first to then develop the right solution
(Norman, 2013). For the facilitation of this retreat, this process was applied to immerse in
the context of Big Idea Research, interpret and envision how this type of large scope research
could manifest at the university to then define Big Idea Research in concrete terms. In addi-
tion, the process was applied to explore how to implement Big Idea Research by identifying
institutional barriers to define specific action items. Essentially identifying institutional plan-
ning and collaborative infrastructures needed to support these initiatives collectively driven
by multiple campus stakeholders. Thus, the double diamond was turned into a triple diamond
focusing on three main phases (see figure 1):

1. Immersing (diverge) & Interpreting (converge)
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2. Envisioning (diverge) & Defining (converge)

3. Implementing (diverge) & Taking Action (converge).

For this Academia Letter the discussion will focus on phases 1 (one) and 2 (two) only.

Figure 1: Retreat phases laid out as a ‘triple diamond’, visually indicating the process of
diverging and converging.

Design Methods & Activities

The activities were designed to specifically address this iterative nature of the design process
of thinking and doing, applying divergent and convergent thinking equally; where divergent
thinking refers to broadening one’s standpoint while divergent thinking narrows down to spe-
cific aspects. In order to do so different modes of thought processing are seamlessly applied,
inductive, deductive, and abductive logics (Martin, 2009).

The below figure illustrates the different modes of thought processing as they pertain to
design thinking informed by Nelson & Stolterman’s, The Design Way (2012), Mike Rohde’s,
Sketchnote Handbook (2013) and Betty Edwards, Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain
(1999).

Embracing multiple perceptual lenses to break out of entrenched mental models and con-
ventional ways of thinking about research (Banerjee, Ceri & Leonardi, 2016) the retreat
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Figure 2: Different Ways of Knowing visual interpretation by author informed by Edwards
(1999), Rohde (2013), and Nelson & Stolterman (2012)

agenda was built on a frequent change of fast-paced activities as well as a shift between indi-
vidual and teamwork in order to facilitate above mentioned change in modes of thinking.

PHASE 1.a: Immersion through I wish-How to…? // Themes // Economy of Scale Five
themes were identified based on pre-research informed by an advisory board company as well
as UC Davis. Addressing economy of scale, a series of prompt cards ranging from the uni-
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versity, to the global level were created. Participants were asked to make a wish pertaining to
the theme at hand responding to a specific scale. This activity was time boxed with the goal to
develop as many ‘wishes’ as possible in a short amount of time. During a second round, the
participants were asked to flip the cards and make the wish come true. Each participant con-
tributed to every theme, thus provide input to areas outside their respective expertise. Figure
3 shows the themes, economy of scale, and wish cards.

Figure 3: Wish/How to..? cards, economy of scale (1 and 3 redacted), and themes
(university theme withheld).

PHASE 1.b: Interpretation ‘at the Intersection’
According to Frans Johanson innovation happens at “the intersection of different disci-

plines and cultures” (Johanson, 2012). The observation is that unexpected or non-typical
combinations of people and/or facts can lead to novel solutions. In response, creating planned
moments of serendipity and unexpected connections was a main driver for this round of activi-
ties. Role cards were developed building on known decision-making techniques and methods
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such as De Bono’s Six Thinking Hats (De Bono, 1985), which is based on changing one’s
perception on a topic by taking on a different perspective. These role cards were specifically
designed to allow participants to step out of their area of expertise and ways of thinking (figure
4), which was the first step for this phase. During this step participants were tasked to develop
three or more research ideas that would include one wish from each theme, creating high level
ideas.

Figure 4: Role cards specifically developed for the retreat, inspired by de Bono’s Six
Thinking Hats (1985).

PHASE 2.a: Envision: The Big Idea Pitch
A poster template (figure 5) was developed with the aim to support idea creation at the

intersection. Each group picked the top five most compelling research ideas from phase 1
and combined these into one overarching Big Research Idea. A value statement was crafted,
which encompassed the goal of the research, its uniqueness, and larger impact. Questions
were asked, such as: What is the goal of this Big Idea? What makes it unique? What is the
impact?
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PHASE 2.b: Define: What Defines Big Idea Research Idea?
In order to define what informs Big Idea Research each team extracted criteria that de-

scribed their specific idea (see bottom part of figure 5). The goal of this activity was to identify
patterns across all ideas and to solidify these into a set of guidelines for future developments at
the institution. Concluding the first two phases, each group pitched their respective outcomes
to the entire group.

Global Observations

Overall, the process of the retreat worked well. The activities were specifically developed
to change the participants perspectives away from their own expertise, which proved hard at
times. In anticipation of that, each step was designed to create a sense of accomplishment
throughout, by providing visualization aids for each process step that served as tangible out-
puts Changing between modes and activities was a successful strategy to keep the momentum.
The participants stepped out of their comfort zone, some more reluctantly than others acknowl-
edging to feel uneasy, confused, or overwhelmed especially during the initial phases. Embrac-
ing ambiguity leaving the known path and exploring uncharted ground the above responses
are expected and desired from participants not familiar with the design thinking process (Abel,
DeVore, 2017; Brown & Katz, 2019).

Interestingly, the participants moved much quicker through the first two phases than an-
ticipated. There was less discussion and share back and less deep diving. The room was very
large with tall ceilings, the tables were very big, and a sound system had to be used, which
might have affected the overall atmosphere, pace, process, and ability to equally interact with
each team.

Conclusion

The most challenging aspect of the planning and facilitation was achieving ‘buy-in’ and trust
in the design thinking process, first with the organizing team and then the entire group of
participants. The design thinking process is non-linear by nature and often participants of
such kind of sessions desire to arrive at decisions quickly. Despite the exhaustion that settled
in at the end of the retreat, from a data gathering point of view the retreat was very successful.
Overall, the group developed stacks of wishes for research, compiled hundreds of first level
ideas, combined those into five very different areas for Big Idea Research, visualized through
large posters and solidified those into a set of actionable guidelines. The weeks following the
retreat the VPR office build strategies for Big Idea Research on the retreat outcomes.
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Facilitating conversation and decision making in academic leadership through design
thinking methodologies, although challenging, could foster an environment of innovation
crossing traditional academic silos. An approach that could be particularly beneficial dur-
ing these trying pandemic times.

/newpage
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